Student Email Logic

- Jake is working on this – will bring up at a later date
- Discussion of the logic not being updated when a role is changed

Password reset options

- Discussion regarding forcing password recovery: Issues resulting from skipping the password recovery prompt: having to call the help desk, erroneous information in Banner in regards to the questions used for matching, and because they skip the prompt-they get it every time they log in
- Options are cell phone, email, or both
- Discussion for not forcing recovery: to force the recovery would need to rewrite some of the code from Jasig CAS, would have to change the logic used, the industry best practice is to give people the option-nag them, cell phone and email can be edited but not removed
- One issue it that as security increased problems also increase
- Decided to remove the skip button – will happen on November 14

Banner menu and styling

- Will finish the Banner 8 Styling (is in QA) and go into production November 16
- Then work on web tailor menuing – most changes were reviewed at last EAMT – and will be brought to EAMT again

JobSub log files

- Some JobSub log files need to be stored for an extended period of time
- Discussion of make the user of the JobSub log files responsible to moving them to Box (currently using individual machines or departmental solutions
- Will need a meeting to address the needs of those that will use the storage – will be brought up at next EAMT to decide who should attend the meeting (Business Analysts’ may need to be included)
Banner upgrades

- Need to put in Financial Aid 8.28, Student Self-service 8.7.2 (will fix a problem with transcripts), will also include some patches
- Will put them in on November 19 (was changed to 20)
- Dan will put them into QA for testing
- Working on the application navigator, and recompiling the Banner 8 forms on QA
- Denise will send out a list of the possible updates — she should be informed if there are some that shouldn’t be put in now
- Beth will input the blackout dates for 2017

Decisions
Decided to remove the skip button on November 14

Next meeting’s agenda
Web tailor menuing
Who should attend a meeting to discuss JobSub log files

Assignments
Denise will send out a list of the possible updates
Beth will input the blackout dates for 2017